NAME OF COLLECTION: Isidor L'vovich TSITRON Papers

SOURCE: Gift of Viktoria Tsitron (Mrs. I.L.), 1960

SUBJECT: Emigration, Europe & United States

DATES COVERED: ca. 1940-1960

NUMBER OF ITEMS: 15

STATUS: (check appropriate description)
Cataloged: x Listed: x Arranged: x Not organized: 

CONDITION: (give number of vols., boxes, or shelves)
Bound: Boxed: Stored: 1 scrapbook

LOCATION: (Library) BAR CALL-NUMBER Ms Call/Tsitron

RESTRICTIONS ON USE None

DESCRIPTION: Papers of Isidor L. Tsitron (or Zitron; 1886-1957). Tsitron was a lawyer and journalist in pre-revolutionary Russia, and a businessman, teacher, and journalist in the emigration in Europe and the United States. He was for many years a friend and associate of Oskar O. Gruzenberg. This small collection consists of correspondence, a short typescript biography of Tsitron by an unidentified author, and clippings of articles by Tsitron in emigre Russian newspapers. Correspondence includes 1 letter each by Mark Aldanov and Oskar Gruzenberg, and 9 by Vasilii Maklakov.
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